Recommenda
tion
Submission/Response Form

Referenced CASA area (A,B,C,D,E): ______
This response is in reference to recommendation #20-01 Ride-Along for CPC Members / Submitted by all Area Command Chairs.
Responsible SME will be: Officer A. Ericksen
Date received: 2/12/20
Date returned: 2/24/20

RECOMMENDATION (Recommendation/Reasoning must be 500 words or less for submission):
Addition of a ride-along as a required module for the APD Citizen Police Academy Checklist for CPC members.

Reason for Recommendation:
The CPC Chairs believe a ride-along is an integral part of the CPA and should be included as one of the required modules on the CPC checklist. The experience of a ride-along is key to understanding the duties of APD officers.

APD RESPONSE/REASONING:

This recommendation will be put on hold due to the CPC ordinance being created. Chief Geier advised to hold this until after the ordinance is finalized.

Chief made aware of recommendation: Yes ☒ No ☐
Recommendation Status: Approved ☐ Denied ☐ Needs more time ☒